NEWS RELEASE
Klein® Tools Packs Santa’s Sleigh with Must-Have Tools and Toys for the Holidays
November 30, 2016 (Lincolnshire, IL) – Klein Tools (http://www.kleintools.com), for professionals
since 1857, has been hard at work developing new tools and toys for good boys and girls ahead of
the holidays. From backpacks to bags, and from speakers to soft-coolers, here are the items that
make the top of every wish list.

Tradesman Pro High-Visibility Tool Bags
The newest additions to the Tradesman Pro line are tool bags
with reflective outer strips for working on low-light environments
and high-visibility interiors to easily find your tools.
High-Visibility Backpack
Tool Bag
Zipper Bags (2-pack)

Tradesman Pro Pouches and Belts
Also new to the Tradesman Pro line are a series of tool pouches
designed to be interchangeable for electricians to customize their
tool belt storage.
15-Pocket Tool Pouch
9-Pocket Tool Pouch
6-Pocket Tool Pouch
Small Maintenance Pouch
Knife Holder
Tool Pouch Apron
Padded Tool Belt

Tape Measures
Klein’s new Tape Measures feature easier-to-read markings
and added durability. The tape blades have patent-pending
bold lines every 1/8”, extra-large bold numbers, and a handy
Conduit Multiplier Bending Table printed on the back of the
blade. A retraction speed brake controls the blade speed
without having to touch your fingers to the blade, and
magnetic end hooks have dual angle polarity for attaching to
conduit and steel studs.
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Aluminum Billet Levels
These new professional-grade billet aluminum levels feature a
patent-pending design that permanently locks the ultrapowerful rare-earth magnets to the level. They are also
precision machined for high-accuracy leveling and feature
easy-to-read vials with top-view windows. High-visibility
orange color won’t get lost on conduit.
 Lighted Billet Aluminum Torpedo Level
 Billet Aluminum Torpedo Level
 Accu-Bend 1-Vial Level
 Accu-Bend 4-Vial Level
 Aluminum Torpedo Level
 Torpedo Level

9” Angled-Head Diagonal-Cutting Pliers
The extra-long handles and high-leverage design of the 9” Angled-Head Diagonal-Cutting Pliers
provides up to 67% more cutting power. It can cut ACSR, screws, nails and most hardened wire, and
features an angled head for work in confined spaces.

Journeyman Gloves
Four new glove designs made from high-quality high-tech materials for protection, dexterity and
extreme functionality. All gloves are available in medium, large and extra-large sizes.
 Cut 5 Resistant Gloves – CE CUT LEVEL 5, CE
Category II For Intermediate Risk, TPR on back
of hand and dipped for extra protection,
neoprene wrist closure for comfort.
 Leather Utility Gloves – Open cuff for quick
on/off, Durahide palm and leather first fingers,
stretch back for extra comfort and flexibility
 Wire Pulling Gloves – Great gripping ability, slim
fit for better dexterity, touchscreen capability on
index finger, neoprene wrist closure for comfort
 High-Dexterity Touchscreen Gloves –
Touchscreen capability on entire palm, all fingers
and first knuckles, slim fit for extra dexterity,
comfortable for light duty tasks
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Wireless Jobsite Speaker
This compact jobsite speaker can be connected wirelessly through
Bluetooth or through a wired auxiliary input. It comes with a built-in
speakerphone that can answer calls hands-free and has a 10-hour
battery life. The speaker has a magnet on back for attaching to
metal surfaces. It can also be attached to the Tradesman Pro
Lighted Tool bag or a tripod.

Tradesman Pro Soft Cooler
Klein Tools is introducing jobsite storage…for your lunch! The
Tradesman Pro™ Soft Cooler can stay cool for up to 12 hours and there
is additional storage for keys, napkins, medicine, utensils, etc. It has a
double-thick, leak-resistant anti-microbial liner and a fully-molded bottom
to protect from the elements.

For more information visit our website at www.kleintools.com or contact your local distributor.
###
Klein is a registered trademark of Klein Tools, Inc.
Since 1857 Klein Tools, a family-owned and operated company, has been designing, developing and manufacturing
premium-quality, professional-grade hand tools. The majority of Klein tools are manufactured in plants throughout the United
States and are the number one choice among professional electricians and other tradespeople. For more information, visit
www.kleintools.com.
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